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for being so ooperative and helpful all these years. We
had a great time together and we believe fruitful.
We wish him a great su ess to his new role as editor of
the EAS series of Publi ations just established.

Editorial

Last September the term of the President has nished.
Harvey But her is the new president and we wish him
su ess. At the same time we de ided to hange the
appearan e of the Newsletter gradually. This issue has
several new ideas and features but we still have a lot to
do for the artisti and olourful improvement.

Mary Kontizas

News from European Networks

New features in Newsletter

OPTICON
working group on the future

Bob Fosbury's talk inspired the president, to suggest
a olumn with title S epti 's Corner for whi h we
intend regularly to soli it onstru tive riti ism of developments of importan e to our ommunity. Our goal
is to provide a forum for disentangling ompeting interests and dis overing in onsisten ies in pro ered arguments. This rst olumn addresses the Astrophysi al
Virtual Observatory and we hope sets the tone for future ontributions. If you are s epti al about something
of potential interest to olleagues, please marshal your
thoughts and onta t the editor.

of Medium-sized teles opes.

OPTICON, the Opti al Infrared Coordination Network,
is an EU funded network whi h is bringing together European astronomers with a wide range of mutual interests. The overall network, and its various working
groups, is des ribed at the inevitable website whi h is
found at www.astro-opti on.org. You are en ouraged to
visit this site for more information. This arti le reports
on one of these a tivities, a working group on the future
of European 'Medium-Sized' teles opes. This group
omprises representatives of almost all the major European observatories, in luding those whi h are European
funded but physi ally lo ated outside the geographi al
boundaries of Europe (eg in Chile and Hawaii).

News from OPTICON is also a new feature dedi ated to providing news of general interest resulting
from the a tivities of the OPTICON Infrastru ture Coordination Network. This rst ontribution fo usses
on the urrent dis ussion on the role of medium-sized
teles opes in the VLT and GranTeCan era. Similar
news from our se ond ICN network, RADIONET and
European VLBI network are presented. As usual we
are giving a short report of the previous JENAM 2001
in Muni h, whi h was a big su ess. As a parti ipant, I
express my ongratulations to the lo al organisers and
the olleagues from \Astronomis he Gesells haft" for
the hospitality.

The advent of a new generation of large teles opes (eg
VLT, Grante an, Gemini et ) requires a re-evaluation
of the role and future of Europe's existing 2-4m instruments. In many ases these are ne teles opes, well able
to deliver world lass s ien e into the foreseeable future.
However it is lear that these fa ilities must be operated
within mu h more restri ted nan ial limits then when
they were the agships of various national astronomy
programmes. At the same time, the expansion of the
European Union to the east is in reasing the pool of
talented individuals who might wish to use these fa ilities. The working group is onsidering three parti ular
issues.

I still feel unhappy with the poor parti ipation of young
people in our Newsletter. Their orner is not lled this
time but it is not abolished. There must be very many
skepti al young people. Please spea k up! I nally remind you all to support the next JENAM in Portugal,
parti ularly now that our Portuguese olleagues have
just joined EAS. The 1st announ ement is already inluded as we always do in the late autumn issue.

1) Ex hange of teles ope time between agen ies. A survey of European fa ilities by Dr Rene Rutten (and available from the OPTICON website) has revealed onsiderable dupli ation of basi ally similar instrumentation
at observatories operated by di erent national agen ies.
Te hni al support of these instruments is an overhead
on ea h observatory whi h ould be redu ed if some of
this equipment ould be de ommissioned and other examples retained on their respe tive teles opes for longer
observing periods. As a pre ursor to su h o-ordination,
e orts are underway to arrange bi-lateral agreements for
the mutual ex hange of observing time between omparable fa ilities to redu e the number of instruments
whi h are required to be supported at ea h site. Ex-

Thank you JEAN-PAUL

On behalf of the EAS members and the oun il members
who served within 1997-2001, I would like to express our
spe ial thanks to the previous president Jean-Paul Zahn
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hanges between the ING, Calar Alto and the Galileo
teles ope are already underway or under detailed disussion. For more information onta t Rene Rutten (rgmring.ia .es), Roland Gredel (gredelmpiahd.mpg.de) and Ernesto Oliva (olivatng.ia .es)

euro200000/yr to oordinate a tivities and new initiatives in radio astronomy in Europe. The main emphasis
is being given to a tivities and initiatives in radio interferometry at entimetre and millimetre wavelengths.
The Infrastru ture Cooperation Network in ludes the
major radio astronomy fa ilities in Europe working at
entimetre wavelengths and forming the distributed faility, the European Very long baseline interferometry
Network (EVN), as well as a number of institutes working at millimetre wavelengths. RADIONET has 11
partners - all radio astronomy institutes - in Finland
(Metsahovi Radio Observatory), Fran e (IRAM and
Bordeaux Observatory), Germany (MPIfR), Italy (Institute of Radio Astronomy), Poland (Torun Center for
Astrophysi s), Spain (National Astronomi al Observatory), Sweden (Onsala Spa e Observatory), the Netherlands (ASTRON and the Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe - JIVE), and the UK (Jodrell Bank Observatory).
JIVE is oordinator. Nine of the partners are members
of the Consortium managing the European VLBI Network. There are also two members of RADIONET from
outside the Europe - the Australia Teles ope National
Fa ility in Australia and the Herzberg Institute for Astrophysi s in Canada. Both parti ipate in the Square
Kilometre Array a tivities. The partners meet formally
on e a year to review progress and to hear omments
from the users of the EVN, and representatives of the
European Commission and the European Astronomi al
So iety (EAS). At other times of the year, RADIONET
organizes meetings and workshops as part of its oordination a tivities. On e a year, a Round Table meeting is
planned to take pla e at JENAM with OPTICON, RADIONET's ounterpart in opti al/infrared astronomy,
to dis uss priorities for ground-based astronomi al instrumentation and other issues. The rst su h meeting
took pla e at the Muni h JENAM.

2) Widening European a ess. Although most agen ies
allow observing appli ations from outside their national
ommunities, there are ultural and pra ti al diÆ ulties
in taking advantage of these opportunities. In order
to level the playing eld and en ourage a wider use of
European fa ilities by those astronomers without guaranteed national a ess, the working group will make a
proposal to the next EU framework programme. The
pre ise nature of this proposal is still being de ned as
we wish to take advantage of experien e already built up
under framework ve by the Instituto de Astrofysi a de
Canarias (see http://www.otri.ia .es/eno/). One possibility being dis ussed is to propose that the EC fund
the provision of time on, and a ess to, a suite of European operated teles opes (in luding perhaps those in
the Canaries, Calar Alto, Fran e, Hawaii and Chile) under a proposal alled 'COMET', the Coordinated Operation of Medium-sized European Teles opes. A number
of EU a ession ountries are already being onsulted
about the COMET proposal. For more information on
this a tivity, please onta t the OPTICON o-ordinator
John Davies (j.daviesroe.a .uk)
3) Edu ation and Outrea h. Re ognising the attra tion of astronomy to young people, the working group
is also onsidering how some of the smaller European
teles opes might be exploited for edu ation and training from s hool-age hildren up to PhD student level.
This e ort will be o-ordinated with several roboti teles opes whi h have spe i edu ational goals. For details of an existing summer s hool graduate programme
see http://www.iap.fr/eas/s hools.html and for s hools
edu ation see http://www.faulkes-teles ope. om/ and
http://www.ing.ia .es/PR/s hools/

RADIONET will fo us on oordinating the more e e tive use of the European VLBI Network (EVN), and
building up the ne essary s ienti , te hni al and organisational onsensus for the future major fa ilities in
radio astronomy: the Ata ama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA) and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).
Instrumental developments in radio astronomy in the
future are fo using primarily on greatly in reasing the
sensitivity of the measurements by in reasing the olle ting area of the teles opes.
Spe i obje tives of RADIONET are:
1) EVN
The EVN has re ently ompleted a major upgrade of
its fa ilities, in luding the bringing into operation of
a state-of-the-art 16-teles ope data pro essor at JIVE.
To apitalize on these substantial national investments,
RADIONET is oordinating the standardization of ob-

The working group is a vibrant one, with many ideas
being dis ussed and developed at our meetings, further details of whi h an be found at www.astroopti on.org/medium.html
John K. Davies (J.Daviesroe.a .uk),
OPTICON Proje t S ientist
RADIONET
Infrastru ture

Cooperation Network in Radio

Astronomy

The European Commission in Brussels is funding
RADIONET for 4 years at an average level of
3

servation and maintenan e pro edures at ea h teles ope
and, where ne essary, their modernization so that operations are brought to the same levels of good pra ti e throughout the EVN. The aim is sustained reliable
operation for the Network as a whole. Workshops are
being organized by the EVN Te hni al and Operations
Group on operational pra ti es, optimum maintenan e,
and automated systems, to be followed by implementation at the teles opes. Another study is looking into
repla ing "delayed data transport" (using tapes or omputer hard disks) with opti al bre links from the teles opes dire tly to the data pro essor.
2) VLBI S hools and Symposia
RADIONET is helping oordinate VLBI S hools to disseminate knowledge of VLBI te hniques, as well as EVN
Symposia to provide a forum for presenting new results,
parti ularly for young astronomers in Europe. These
take pla e in alternate years with EVN institutes ea h
taking a turn in hosting one of these a tivities.
3) ALMA
During the urrent design and development phase of
ALMA, topi al workshops are being organized with
RADIONET support, on te hni al and s ienti topi s whi h impa t the ALMA s ien e or te hni al ases.
4) Square Kilometre Array (SKA)
In the preparatory phase of this global proje t, the s ienti
ase for the SKA is in the pro ess of being rened, a number of te hni al solutions to providing an
a ordable 106 square metres of olle ting area are being developed, and potential ollaborations are being
mapped out. RADIONET is providing a framework
within whi h the dis ussions in Europe an take pla e
with the aim of generating a formal proposal for the
fa ility at the end of the 4 year period of RADIONET
funding or shortly thereafter.

ing the following days, the parti ipants parti ularily enjoyed the highlight talks whi h, in the tradition of AG,
were delivered by outstanding junior s ientists, a formula that EAS will ertainly keep for its future meetings. To the organisers of this su essful event, and
espe ially to the members of the lo al organising ommittee, we express again our warm thanks.
Sadly, we shall remember this JENAM also be ause it
is there, in Muni h, that we learned the terrible atta ks against New York and Washington. We immediately sent a message to Anneila Sargent, President of
the Ameri an Astronomi al So iety, to onvey our sympathy to all olleagues from the United States. In her
reply, she told us how deeply she appre iated our onern, and that our expression of friendship was a light
in a very dark time. We don't know yet how the world
will over ome this risis. But it is our hope that international ooperation, to whi h our two so ieties are
dedi ated, will help people over the world to better understand and respe t ea h other.

Erwin Sedlmayr and Jean-Paul Zahn
X-ray

Astronomy

from

the

Lo al

Bubble

to

AGN

The meeting was very well attended (over 50 parti ipants) and subdivided into 4 sessions, overing X-ray
emission from a wide range of astrophysi al obje ts in
24 talks and about the same number of posters: novae, supernova remnants, Lo al Bubble, superbubbles,
Gala ti Ridge and jets, gala ti halos, external galaxies (e.g. LMC, SMC), starburst galaxies, ULIRGs, AGN
and lusters of galaxies. The re ent results from XMMNewton and Chandra as well as their interpretations by
new models were learly among the highlights of the
minisymposium.

Ri hard S hilizzi (RadioNET Coordinator)

report from JENAM 2001

In Ty ho's remnant XMM EPIC pn observations
showed the passage of the reverse sho k heating the
eje ta and revealing emission lines from highly ionized
spe ies. Shadowing experiments of nearby louds allows to disentangle Lo al Bubble emission from gala ti ba kground. Re ently analyzed XMM EPIC pn
data have yielded a lear signal of foreground oxygen line omplexes between 0.5-0.7 keV, in lear disagreement with standard Lo al Bubble t models. A
multi-supernova origin of the Lo al Bubble has been
onvin ingly argued for by dete tion of a moving group
of massive stars rossing it about 15 million years ago.
A new analysis of Gala ti Ridge data have shed onsiderable doubt on a pure thermal origin of the emission.
The nature of X-ray sour es in the LMC has also been

This year the 10th Joint European and National Astronomi al Meeting was held in Muni h, together
with the 75th Annual Assembly of the Astronomis he
Gesells haft. It was hosted by the Ludwig-Maximilian
Universitat, and drew an attendan e of nearly 600 people, who were o ered a wide hoi e of topi s between the
ten mini-symposia and the ve joint dis ussions, plus a
olloquium on european astronomy in the 20th entury.
All sessions were of great interest, right from the beginning with the le tures of the awardees of two highest
distin tions of the AG, that of the Karl-S hwars hild
medal, Prof. Keii hi Kodaira, and that of the LudwigBiermann Forderpreis, Dr. Stefanie Komossa. Dur4

reviewed and the big e ort of identifying their nature
has been stressed; most of them remain still unknown.
However, onsiderable progress was reported owing to
deep XMM observations, whi h enabled to determine Xray properties down to ux levels of 1E 14erg= m2=s.

mosphere models with re ent updates from rotational
mixing and model atom data when ompared to observations of massive stars. It seems diÆ ult to nd
appropriate referen e stars for su h omparisons, but
indi ations are that within su h observational biases
and model un ertainties the agreement is still satisfa tory, quantitative spe tros opy is feasible. As a spe ial
appli ation, the distan e determination based on a WD
spe tral model was presented.
The dis overy of Uranium in an old halo star pioneers
the study of rst hemi al-enri hment events in the
early Galaxy. Later on hemi al evolution be omes
more omplex, e.g. the disagreements in Nitrogen
abundan es from HII regions and Be stars in the LMC
are puzzling. For osmi hemi al evolution, new UV
measuements of deuterium present an interesting perspe tive.

Gala ti halos were investigated in several theoreti al
papers, emphasizing dynami al aspe ts of osmi rays,
the hot out owing gas (in a fountain type), and the signature of non-equilibrium ionization in X-ray spe tra.
Interesting new results of AGN ame from XMM line
spe tros opy, in parti ular from Fe-K lines in emission
and absorption. A new dis overy was the sudden drop
of the power law ontinuum at the energy of the neutral
Fe-K absorption edge in three obje ts. A possible interpretation is the partial overing of the entral emission
region by ultra-dense louds. There was also a lively
dis ussion about the previous laim of relativisti ally
broadened Fe-K emission lines. Finally, re ent XMM
observations have ast serious doubts on the anoni al
ooling ow pi ture, sin e the expe ted ooler X-ray
emitting gas phases have not been dete ted.

Roland Diehl (MPE Gar hing)

Parti le and Gamma-ray Astronomy

The program of this mini-symposium was aimed at
highlighting the s ienti a hievements and potentials
of up- oming proje ts in the high-energy domain. This
involves not only proje ts in gamma ray astronomy, but
also in related elds using neutrinos with AMANDA
(growing to the square-kilometer sized ICECUBE at
the South Pole) and ANTARES in the mediterranean
sea, as well as ultra-high energy parti les with AUGER.
Traveling in straight lines, these parti les arry valuable
astronomi al information. A growing ross-dis iplinary
ommunity of astronomers, nu lear physi ists, and elementary parti le physi ists enhan e the merits of these
dete tors to in lude resear h in fundamental physi s,
and develop new dete tors at a rapid pa e. Contributions from Russia, Armenia, and eastern Europe play
an important role in this eld of resear h.
The main emphasis of the mini-symposium was on the
INTEGRAL mission of ESA, soon to be laun hed and
with an observational program tightly onne ted with
the astronomi al resear h in other wavelength regimes.
INTEGRAL measures photons of MeV (ele tron rest
mass and nu lear binding energy) energies whi h play a
fundamental role in the astrophysi s of nu leosynthesis,
a retion, anti-matter annihilation, gamma ray bursts,
and pulsars. A diversity of obje ts, both Gala ti and
extragala ti , show a peak in their spe tra at these
energies revealing details about physi s in the most extreme pla es in the Universe.

Dieter Breits hwerdt (MPE Gar hing)

Massive Stars, the ISM,
and Chemi al Evolution

This minisymposium featured dis ussions of the properties of massive stars, their intera tions with their surroundings (individually and as groups), and large-s ale
hara teristi s determined my the a tions of massive
stars. Among the 17 talks and 8 posters were presentations of fundamental physi s aspe ts, spe i issues of
stellar evolution, and observational ndings with their
interpretation.
It was evident that our physi al model of the intera tions of massive stars with the interstellar medium
still is very sket hy and far from the omplex reality. Details were reported from Eta Carina, where the
omparison of X-ray with opti al emission hints for Fe
enri hments in FMKs. Dust extin tion measurements
showed that on large s ales the Galaxy is warped also in
its dusty omponent. On intermediate s ales, the disussions showed that proper treatments of interstellar
turbulen e remains a hallenge. IR studies on SN1987A
on rm that supernovae produ e primary interstellar
dust.
Improvements of stellar models were dis ussed in various aspe ts: For late evolutionary stages with blue
loops were dis ussed, and the a ura y of stellar at-

Major ground-based gamma ray dete tors, su h as
5

H.E.S.S. in Namibia and MAGIC on the Canarian Islands for gamma rays above a few tens of GeV, satelliteborne teles opes, su h as AGILE and GLAST in the
GeV domain, and MEGA onne ting the MeV and the
GeV energy ranges will provide a wealth of new astronomi al information in the next ve years, and a strong
ommunity has grown to use this information for their
pioneering resear h. The sensitivity improves by orders
of magnitude with these new dete tors, and very likely
this will bring up new and interesting sour es to be
studied. It will be a time of dis overy.

ti and Stellar Dynami s also took pla e at the JENAM's in Toulouse (1999) and Mos ow (2000). This
time the s ope of the entire JENAM was so broad, that
we also in luded observations and spe trophotometri
modelling into the s ope of the mini-symposium, while
its prede essors had been mainly dominated by stellar
dynami s.
So the agenda of MS5 related to galaxies as the building blo ks of the luminous universe, whi h provide one
of the most important links between the early universe,
its epo h of stru ture formation, and the present day
universe, via their enormeously ri h and various morphologi al, hemi al, and dynami al properties. As
subtopi s were expli itly highlighted stellar and gala ti dynami s, faint and low-surfa e brightness galaxies
and galaxy evolution (in parti ular spe trophotometri
modelling and population synthesis).
Being one of the few learly extragala ti sessions MS5
had an enormeous pressure of ontributors. Measuring
in the number of poster and talk abstra ts submitted
MS5 a ounted for about 30% of the entire JENAM2001, but it was only one out of ten MS and ve JD's.
So there was a great diÆ ulty that even highly quali ed
authors and very interesting subje ts ould not be given
time for a talk, and the poster sessions were too short
and learly need a better stru turing next time. In su h
a situation the impartial and highly experien ed advi e
of our S ienti Organising Committee (Advisory Committee would better des ribe its fun tion) is very mu h
appre iated.

Karl Mannheim
(Universitats-Sternwarte Gottingen)

Formation of Extrasolar Planets

This Mini-Symposium was organized with the intention
to bring together people from observational astronomy
and omputational and laboratory astrophysi s in order
to review the status of the eld, to evaluate promising
future resear h dire tions, and to foster new ollaborations a ross the elds.
The general review talk by Mi hel Mayor on \The
sear h for extraterrestial planets" formed an ex ellent
basis for the presentations and dis ussions during the
mini-symposium. The three sessions were introdu ed
by review talks delivered by W. Benz on theoreti al
aspe ts of planet formation,T. Mazeh on observational
results, and G. Wurm on experiments dealing with the
rst stages of planet formation from mi ron-sized grains
to planetesimals. Planet-dis and planet-planet intera tions were in the fo us of theoreti al talks. New sear h
methods su h as transits, dire t AO imaging, and interferometri methods were dis ussed.
The many parti ipants of the symposium had a lot of
interesting dis ussions and we all realized how large
the momentum in the eld of extrasolar planet resear h
presently is. The more than 20 posters presented results
of impressive quality. Altogether, the mini-symposium
was a great su ess. It should also be noted that we
held a press onferen e during the JENAM meeting
with the topi of extrasolar planets.

A omplete abstra t booklet in luding also those
abstra ts, whi h arrived too late for an in lusion into Astron.
Gesells haft Abstra t Series
Vol. 18, will appear soon on http://www.ari.uniheidelberg.de/interessantes/jenam2001/abstra t.ps.gz

Rainer Spurzem, (ARI Heidelberg)
Magneti

A tivity in Stellar Evolution

The most re ent results in the eld of stellar magneti
a tivity su h as observations from the opti al to the
X-ray regime were reported probing a tivity on stars
throughout the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram.

Thomas Henning
(Astrophys. Inst. und Univ.-Stern. Jena)

An introdu tion to the topi was given by E. Guenther
who summarized our urrent observational and theoreti al knowledge of magneti elds on pre-main sequen e
(PMS) stars.

Evolution of Galaxies

The MS5 ontinued the su essful history of parallel
sessions on that or losely related topi s whi h started
at the JENAM-1998 in Prague. Meetings on Gala -

The rst afternoon was dedi ated to studies in the opti al. The importan e of photometri observations that
6

an provide the rotation period of spotted stars was
demonstrated for both young pre-main sequen e stars
and post-T Tauri Stars, i.e. PMS stars in their latest phase of ontra tion (talks by Grankin, Huelamo).
Spe tros opi studies were used to obtain insight into
very di erent aspe ts of a tivity, e.g. sear hing for
young stars with help of lithium absorption (Konig),
studying Ca II H+K emission in giants (Konstantinova),
and applying absorption lines to infer the di erential rotation of stars (Reiners).

sented in talks and posters. The appli ations dis ussed
ranged from lose binaries, neutron stars, and star forming regions, all the way to gala ti disks and out ows
and jets from the gala ti nu lei.

Wolfgang J. Dus hl (ITA Univ. Heidelberg)
Hot Subdwarfs, White Dwarfs,

and Low-Mass Star Evolution

This symposium was organized in four se tions to highlight several new and ex iting results. Four sessions
were devoted to four "hot" topi s in the eld. Ea h session began with a review talk followed by four or ve
shorter oral ontributions presenting brand new results.
In addition 28 posters were on display.

The transition to stellar a tivity in the outer atmospheres was made by EUVE observations of AD Leo
(Sanz-For ada). A number of talks on new results
from both large X-ray observatories, XMM-Newton and
Chandra, formed the se ond part of the symposium.
The presentations ranged from individual ase studies to a dis ussion of the olle tive properties of X-ray
a tivity (with talks on the X-ray properties of stars
in open lusters by Preibis h, Pillitteri, Briggs). The
ross-se tion of presented X-ray emitters in luded su h
di erent obje ts as brown dwarfs (Martin), intermediate mass PMS stars of HAeBe type (Hamagu hi), and
giants (Huns h).
Several posters ompleted the pi ture that stellar a tivity is ubiquitous throughout the stellar lifetime.

1) The pulsations of subdwarf B stars (EC14026 stars)
were summarized by Stephane Charpinet who pointed
out that the theory for pulsations of EC14026 stars has
been remarkably onsistent with the observations, so
far. He reported rst ex iting results of sdB asteroseismology.
2) Binary evolution al ulations for the origin of lowmass helium white dwarfs were presented by Marek
Sarna. The presen e of low-mass helium white dwarf
se ondaries in millise ond pulsar binaries allows to determine the age of the systems independently of the
rotational history of the pulsars.

Beate Stelzer (MPE Gar hing)
A

retion Turbulen e and MHD

3) Pierre Maxted reviewed the observations of sdB stars
and white dwarfs in binaries and higlighted the measurements of orbital periods of lose double degenerates,
possible SNIa progenitors, the eviden e for the very high
binary fra tion among sdB stars, and the identi ation
of new Sirius-type binaries.

As part of the JENAM 2001 in Muni h, Germany, a
minisymposium on "A retion, Turbulen e and MHD
Stability and Instability in Astrophysi al Flows" was
organized by Jean-Paul Zahn, Paris, Fran e, Hans Ritter, Gar hing, Germany, and the author of this short
report. The minisymposium was stru tured as two
90-minutes sessions on September 10 and 11, with 5
talks ea h. Both sessions were attended by about 35
parti ipants. In addition to the talks, 19 posters were
submitted of whi h 12 were a tually presented in the
poster sessions. The talks as well as the posters onentrated on three major topi s:

4) Matthew Burleigh reviewed the impa t of FUSE
on the spe tros opy of white dwarfs and dis ussed results from FUSE and HST programmes investigating
the omposition and stru tures of hot DA white dwarfs.
50 parti ipants attended the sessions on average. Lifely
dis ussion and fruitful ex hange of ideas made this
mini-symposium a su essful one.

The theoreti al understanding and modeling of a retion pro esses, in parti ular in the form of disks : In

this ontext various aspe ts of the treatment of (turbulent) vis osity both hydrodynami ally and magnetohydrodynami ally and the in uen e of selfgravity were
addressed, as well as the importan e of self-regulation.
In quite some detail,

Stefan Dreizler (Univ. Tubingen)

Large Teles opes for Solar Physi s

The role of dust and mole ules in a retion and turbulen e was dis ussed. Finally,
Appli ations to di erent lasses of obje ts were pre-

The Mini-Symposium was dedi ated to the dis ussion of
plans for new large teles opes for solar resear h. Spe ial
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emphasis was given to problems of new te hnologies, of
the design of teles opes and post-fo us instrumentation
in parti ular, but s ienti goals, data treatment and
interpretation have been dis ussed as well.

about the on ept of a Virtual Observatory and presented the ESO-led Astrophysi al VO proje t.
Andy Lawren e (ROE-Edinburgh) ontinued with an
overview on AstroGrid, a proje t onfronting the te hni al hallenges related to the eÆ ient utilisation of
distributed ar hives and omputer resour es. Gerry
Gilmore (IoA-Cambridge) dis ussed OPTICON, the
EU Opti al Infrared Coordination Network for Astronomy. Fran oise Genova (CDS-Strasbourg) introdu ed
the on ept of "Interoperability" as the entral issue to
enable onne tions to ar hived data. Simon Garrington
(JBO-Ma les eld) explained plans to make ar hived
Radio data available.
Piero Benvenuti (ESA/ESO-Gar hing) gave details on
the rst experien es with the EU-funded Astrovirtel
program, in whi h s ientists re eive te hni al, s ienti and nan ial support for an approved proposal
to use ar hival data. Naoki Yasuda (NAO-Tokyo)
gave an overview of VO a tivities being undertaken in
Japan. Wolfgang Voges (MPE- Gar hing) introdu ed
the German-VO proposal (GAVO) as a platform to support astronomi al resear h in Germany and as the German ontribution to international a tivities in the reation of a Global Virtual Observatory.

MS10 omprised eight talks and seven posters. About
40 persons attended the meeting. The talks in the
rst session `New Solar Teles opes: Ground-based and
Spa e-borne Proje ts' presented the design of `GREGOR' (1.5 m teles ope, Germany) and of the `Advan ed Te hnology Solar Tele ope' (4 m, USA) as well
as of `SUNRISE' (balloon-borne instrument for spe tropolarimetry) and of `Solar Orbiter' (High-resolution
ESA mission). The talks of the se ond part were foused on the `Experien es With Existing Teles opes Con lusions for New Instrumentation, Data Treatment,
and Interpretation'.
Most of the papers of MS10 and of the Joint Dis ussion 1 (Astronomy with Roboti Teles opes: Present
and Future Proje ts Convenor: Klaus G. Strassmeier,
AIP), will be published, after being a epted by the referee, in AN 323 (2002) 1, the rst issue of the journal
`Astron. Na hr. / Astron. Noti es' in 2002.

Jurgen Staude, Astrophys. Inst. Potsdam (AIP)
Astronomy with Roboti

Simon White (MPA-Gar hing) dis ussed simulations
within the VIRGO proje t whi h ould be used to ompare observations and theoreti al models. Finally, the
Devil's Advo ate point of view was expressed by Bob
Fosbury (ESO-Gar hing), giving an ex ellent basis for
a long dis ussion session on erning the ne essity of the
VO, and its relative merits and disadvantages ompared
to traditional astronomi al resera h. The meeting was
losed by a few poster presentations.

Teles opes:

Present and Future Proje ts

JD1 ompromised ten speaker and six posters subdivided into two sessions with ve talks ea h. Session-1
on entrated on roboti fa ilities in Europe that are
urrently either under design or under onstru tion
while in Session-2 emphasis was put on s ien e and experien e reports with roboti teles opes under routine
operation.
An average of 50 persons from various ountries attended the talks.

W. Voges (MPE Gar hing)

European Astronomy with
Small Teles opes

K. G. Strassmeier (AIP Potsdam)

JENAM 2001 was devoted to large teles opes, but, in
Europe, many small teles opes are still working. A
spe ial Joint Dis ussion o ered the possibility to parti ipants to present their programs and, espe ially, to
omment the new ones. The su ess of the Hippar os,
and the perspe tive of future astrometri spa e missions o er endeavors to many observatories and Universities that possess small instruments. In its last General Assembly, the IAU has set up a Working Group on
"The Future Development of Ground-based Astrometry" (http://www.astro.ro/wg.html) to suggest s ienti programs that an still be su essfully performed
with su h instruments. The present JD is the rst o a-

Virtual Observatory

The Joint Dis ussion JD-2 on the Virtual Observatory
(VO) held during the JENAM-2001 meeting on September 13, 2001 in Muni h was well attended by almost
100 s ientists demonstrating both the world-wide interest in VO a tivities and the strong desire to take
part in the development and the usage of this enterprise. The meeting was opened by Wolfgang Voges
(MPE-Gar hing), the onvenor of this session. Peter
Quinn (ESO-Gar hing) started with general remarks
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sion to ex hange experien e and re e t on the best use
of existing instruments. During the formal presentation,
various domains in whi h small instruments are used to
obtain important s ienti data were highlighted. The
speakers insisted on the importan e of ontinuous observations of large and small satellites or for minor planets in the Solar system. Some modi ed astrolabes are
used for solar diameter observations. Small teles opes
equipped with good photometers make a very valuable
ontribution to the monitoring of variable stars. In absen e of many large fa ilities, astronomers from former
Soviet Union and Eastern ountries have a great experien e of the use of small teles opes (1 meter). A large
number of appli ations in astrometry and astrophysi s
ould still bring important results, whi h are not in the
programs of larger teles opes. The oral presentation
was followed by a round table. Jean Kovalevsky led
the dis ussion aiming at sele ting the elds of resear h
that are the most t to be undertaken using small teles opes. Su h programs should lead to useful observations and important s ienti results. This on erns
parti ularly University observatories, whi h must train
their students in su h proje ts and produ e papers for
international journals.

1.7 m UV (115 nm to 310 nm) teles ope (laun h into L2
in 2007) with a spe tros opi resolution extending from
1,000 to 55,000 and UV imaging at 0.07 arse were presented in the posters, so that the dis ussion ould onentrate on the s ien e with the WSO/UV mission.
It is impossible to address here all the ex iting astrophysi s whi h was presented but we will indi ate the
global astrophysi s whi h an only be done with a mission like WSO/UV, as a onsequen e of its instrumental, orbital and operations philosophy. Of ourse a very
important part of the WSO on ept is the very open
nature of the proje t whi h will make it possible for s ientists in all ountries to parti ipate independent of the
industrial or other development level.

A ommon hara teristi of many programs is the neessity of o-ordinating them in some network. This
is the ase of observations of o ultations of stars by
minor planets, Earth gazing asteroids, mutual events
of Galilean satellites, light urves of variable stars or
rotating minor planets, et . Another hara teristi of
programs is their long duration, even if intermediate
results must generally be released as one goes along.
This on erns long period variable stars, minor planet
monitoring, double with star formation regions. Observations should be oupled with a redu tion of old
plates. The subgroups of the IAU Working Group are
requested, within their ompeten e to omplete it and
give rationales for undertaking any proposed program.

The study of variable phenomena is one of the most
powerful tools for astrophysi s. In this ontext the
WSO/UV proje t supplies the apabilities to study a retion and mass ex hange phenomena on time s ales
extending from millise onds to years (i.e. over a time
resolution range of 10 10). These same apabilities
will allow to study stellar and gala ti s ale systems.
The stars and AGN's supply observational a ess to an
equally dynami range of gravitational physi s of 10
10 solar masses. This an be ombined with the environmental information obtained by the spe tros opy
from di erent ionization stages whi h allows to over
e e ts of violent pro esses on their near and far environment. Together these will supply the s ientists with
a range of tools for the study of evolutionary behavior of all known omponents of the Universe, whi h is
unique for WSO/UV. Combining its wavelength range
with the major teles opes urrently available for other
wavelength domains, we an be assured that future
generations of s ientists will be able to make the observations, whi h are essential to interpret, in terms of the
physi al reality in the Universe, the major statisti al
data sets whi h are now being olle ted.
URL: http://wso.vilspa.esa.es

World Spa e Observatory

Gravitational Physi s

The parti ipants in the Joint Dis ussion 4 on the World
Spa e Observatory shared the s ienti dis ussions on
why a new Ultraviolet Observatory is important for
the future of Astrophysi s. During 4 sessions spread
over Friday afternoon and Saturday morning the questions to be addressed by the World Spa e Observatory
(WSO/UV) were dis ussed. Some of the innovations in
proje t de nition were presented in the oral sessions.
Most of the te hni al and instrumental details for this

The Se tion Gravitational Physi s of the Joint Astrophysi s Division between the European Astronomi al
So iety and European Physi al So iety, founded in the
year 2001, had its rst meeting at JENAM 2001 in form
of a Joint Dis ussion. The Joint Dis ussion omprised
10 talks, nine invited ones, and one ontributed. Two
of the talks ni ely omplemented the plenary talk of K.
Danzmann on gravitational wave astronomy with GEO
and LISA.

Magda Stavins hi, Jean Kovalevsky

W. Wamsteker (ESA/VILSPA, Madrid)
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D. Enard (VIRGO ollaboration) gave an overview of
gravity waves dete tors in Europe and in the world,
and G. Prodi (Trento Univ.) reported on a re ent gravitational wave sear h by the observatory of resonant
dete tors. The third talk in experimental physi s was
delivered by T. Sumner (Imperial College). He thoroughly summarized the proposed spa e missions to test
the equivalen e prin iple.
The invited talks in theoreti al physi s omprised several topi s: the stru ture of radiative spa etimes (J.
Biak, Prague), the motion of ompa t binaries (G.
S hafer, Jena), de oheren e through gravitational wave
ba kground radiation (S. Reynaud, Paris), instabilities
of rotating and pulsating relativisti stars (K. Kokkotas and N. Stergioulas, Thessaloniki) in luding a detailed dis ussion of the role of di erential rotation in
the r-mode instability (L. Rezzolla, Trieste). Although
running quite late in the week, up to about 30 s ientists were attending JD5, asking many questions or
ontributing interesting remarks. To keep within the
s hedule of the program was not an easy task.

opposition of 1900 and solar parallax measurement (L.
Pigatto, V. Zanini), Karl Knorre (G. Petrov, G. Pinigin), and philosophi al aspe ts (J.F. Qintano), to arhaeoastronomy (B. Steinru ken), Mithrai astronomy
(E. Bon, M. Cirkovi , I. Milosavljevi ), and the last des endant of Ty ho Brahe in Romania (M. Stavins hi).
A ome-together on Friday evening gave the opportunity for further dis ussions.

Wolfgang R. Di k (Germany)

S epti 's Corner
The Astrophysi al Virtual Observatory
The Devil's Advo ate view

(Based on an invited presentation at the JENAM/AVO
meeting in Muni h in September 2001)

G. S haefer (Jena)

The Oxford English Di tionary de nes Devil's Advoate (L. advo atus diaboli) as: one who urges the devils
plea against the anonization of a saint, or in opposition
to the honouring of any one; hen e, one who advo ates
the ontrary or wrong side, or injures a ause by his
advo a y. Mu h though I respe t my olleagues, I feel
it is unne essary to argue the rst of these de nitions,
nor do I wish to advo ate the wrong side who would?
So I am left with the option of injuring their ause by
advo a y. Here goes...

Spe ial Colloquium:
European Astronomy in the 20th Century

A Spe ial Colloquium on the History of Astronomy was
held on Friday, September 14 (afternoon session) and
on Saturday, September 15 (morning session), 2001.
It gave the opportunity to review the development of
astronomy in Europe during the last entury. The olloquium was organized by the Working Group for the
History of Astronomy in the Astronomis he Gesells haft
with support by other European astronomers. 15 oral
papers and 7 posters were presented to an audien e
of about 60 parti ipants. The oral papers overed the
following subje ts:
1) Development of spe ial elds: X-ray astronomy (J.
Trumper), gamma-ray astronomy (V. S honfelder), radio astronomy (W. Rei h), extragala ti resear h (H.W.
Duerbe k), ompa t obje ts (A.F. Zakharov), the impa t of new media (A. He k)
2) History of observatories: Astronomi al Observatory
of Bu harest (M. Stavins hi), Strasbourg Astronomial Observatory (A. He k), Early German plans for a
southern observatory (G. Wolfs hmidt), ESO (2 papers
by C. Sterken)
3) The work of individual astronomers: Vitold
Karlovi h Ceraski and Vladimir Borisovi h Nikonov
(I. Pustylnik, A. Mironov), Eugen Goldstein (M. Hede
nus), Ernst Opik
(I. Pustylnik), Milutin Milankovi
(M.S. Dimitrijevi ).
The poster papers overed a wide range of subje ts
from astronomy in Serbia (M.S. Dimitrijevi ), the Eros

From what I gather, listening to the AVO spin-do tors,
AVO promises the following:
1. To take the data olle ted by teams for spe i
proje ts and manage/massage it in su h a way as to
be of general use.
2. To develop tools to allow the extra tion of data produ ts whi h are easy to use and even to do the pro essing
in advan e.\...high-level tools and pro edures required
for translating s ien e ideas into queries to be fanned
out to the various sites..."
3. To make the ar hives look similar and able to talk to
one another interoperability.
4. To reate a hardware/software/network infrastru ture to enable large proje ts. \...pre-pro essing of the
data at the ar hive site before shipment to the user..."
5. To fa ilitate mining the ensemble of data from many
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sour es in order to make new dis overies.

servatory peer review?

Let us examine ea h of these points in turn.

I have heard the o asional self- ongratulatory boast by
some of my European olleagues that they felt themselves \well ahead of the Ameri ans in the AVO development". One might re e t on why this is so. One
interpretation is the di eren es in funding me hanism
on either side of the Atlanti . In the US, it is easier to hannel resear h funds dire tly into su essfully
peer-reviewed s ien e proje ts: look at the NASA funding of HST s ien e as an example. In Europe, big organisations like to hannel funds into grand-sounding
global initiatives and expe t that the s ien e will fund
itself institutionally. The danger here is that if European AVO is funded and the observing proje ts are not,
Europe ends up supporting the \derivative" proposals
while others do the \ utting edge" s ien e.

1) If the data in an ar hive are neither well- alibrated
nor well-des ribed, they are of little value for the AVO.
If the data ARE in good order, the AVO is of little extra
value.
The point here is the BASIC requirement to get the
individual ar hives into good shape; if they are not, no
amount of AVO i ing will make the ake. If the ar hives
are as ex ellent as they should be, an individual s ientist or ollaboration will be able to navigate them with
relative ease.
2) If the development of a tool is not driven dire tly
and spe i ally by the s ien e proje t, it will probably not do the right thing. At least, you will not
KNOW whether it has done the right thing. My worry
here is the great ost and ineÆ ien y of developing
general-purpose high-level tools. I do not argue against
the development of basi data redu tion/analysis systems - although their gestation has usually been a long
and painful pro ess with some expensive still-births.
Rather, I worry about the appli ation of sophisti ated
algorithms whi h may have been tuned to ar hive goals
di erent from the one the user is seeking. Would you
use a atalogue of faint galaxies produ ed by a photometri extra tion ode to measure Cosmi Shear?

My nal plea and on lusion is the following: Fo us
on the quality of the basi resour e the ontent and
des ription of the ar hives. Dont try to anti ipate the
next layer, let the developments ow from demonstrably
su essful s ienti initiatives. If the AVO is needed, it
wont work. If AVO will work, it is not needed.
Remember. Our subje t has a limited intelle tual resour e. Any e ort spent on derivative s ien e means
e ort taken from the utting edge. Observing programmes designed to ll ar hives are unlikely to win
prizes.

3) Interoperable ar hives. Well, I'm not exa tly sure
what it means but it sounds like a splendid idea. Go
for it! Do we need something alled AVO for that?

Bob Fosbury,
Spa e Teles ope - European Coordinating Fa ility,
Gar hing.

Message from the President

4) As observational proje ts be ome larger in s ale,
we shall undoubtedly need an improved hardware/software/network infrastru ture. This has been
happening for as long as I an remember but the only
use of the word \virtual" that I re all was in the expansion of the a ronym VMS (apologies to young readers who were on eived in the unix era). My question
is simply: \Should astronomy pay for and implement
this?" There are mu h bigger players out there in the
world.

Prior to my ele tion during the Muni h JENAM as your
new President, I approa hed a ross-se tion of our ommunity on their views of what kind of So iety would
best serve their needs. It will surprise no one to learn
that there was a great diversity of res ponses, many of
whi h at present are too ostly to implement.
However, one ommonly heard view, expressed in a variety of di erent ways, was that the added value of the
EAS (beyond what the various national so ieties provide) is most likely to be found in improving the ow
of information a ross the ontinent. The most glaring
example of this need must surely be one person's observation, that many of us know more about the priorities
and plans of our olleagues in the USA than those of
our European neighbours.

5) To fa ilitate making new dis overies using data mining tools. Well, OK... But an you anti ipate what
s ientists will want to do? Do we really need more than
well onstru ted and populated ar hives? I would advo ate ONLY making mining tools to perform tasks required by highly-rated proje ts. (To give redit where
due, I believe that this is what the ASTROVIRTEL
proje t is attempting). But will the AVO peer review
demand standards as high as those imposed in the ob-

First and foremost, therefore, a prime goal for the near
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future should be to ensure that the plans and priorities
in our individual ountries are made known. Indeed,
many of our national ommunities have prepared do uments setting out their priorities for new investments
and planned resear h initiatives in the oming 5 - 10
years. Gathering, summarizing and distributing this
information will be a rst step. My prede essors have
organised the Newsletter, Website and the JENAMs, so
we already have the tools in pla e to do this. We have
only to ommit to making a on erted e ort. I propose
we try to do this during the oming year and to present
the result before the Porto JENAM next September.

ommunity is somewhat less well integrated, despite the
general enri hment this would bring to all three ommunities. As President, I would like to use our So iety as
a forum to promote better oordination and integration
of the three ommunities. If su essful, you will start
to see a wider ross-se tion of our s ien e being pro led
at our JENAMs and other forums.
Se ond, s ienti dis overy is not predi table but governments require long term planning. Our ommunity
would therefore be wise to lobby for a balan ed suite of
resear h fa ilities, e e tively phased in time to make
them a ordable. Where are the gaps in our future
plans? Are organizational dynami s distorting the priorities of resear h? Su h questions are important and
should be widely dis ussed. Might our So iety be ome
a forum for su h dis ussion, perhaps even a kind of
ommunity ons ien e where in dependent omment on
priorities and poli y an be made? I have raised this
possibility in Coun il with a view to identifying an appropriate role in this area. A rst on rete step will
be a olumn premiering in this issue of the Newsletter,\S epti 's Corner", in whi h onstru tive riti ism
of developments of general interest will be soli ited. We
have an ex ellent rst ontribution, one that sets the
standard for future e orts. If you have the urge to
omment on a spe i matter, let Mary Kontizas or
me know.

Also, of in reasing importan e as Europe expands is
news and ba kground information about what is happening at the European Commission. In addition to fellowships and workshops, we now have two infrastru ture
networks supported by the Commission - OPTICON
and RADIONET - in whi h many of the main players,
in luding our international organizations - ESA, ESO
and JIVE, parti ipate. These networks provide a forum to meet and plan for the future as well as to obtain modest funding for spe i resear h proje ts. The
promise, however, is that they will ultimately evolve
into the hannels by whi h major funding for new large
teles opes an be se ured. That is, the Commission
learly has ambitions to play a entral role in nan ing future large s ienti proje ts in Europe and these
networks are providing valuable input that will guide
poli y and priorities.

Finally, I think most of us will agree that astronomy has
be ome Big S ien e and that our forefront infrastru tures will in reasingly be ome not only international
but even global in s ope. We have only to look to
ALMA now and the Square Kilometre Array later in
the de ade to see the unavoidable dire tion in whi h
things are headed. There arises the question, Should we
in Europe let this globalisation o ur when it appears
unavoidable to obtain nan ing, or should we take the
initiative and build on our experien e of su essful ollaborations between di erent ultures to a elerate and
guide the pro ess to our own bene t? Collaborations
usually work best when forged at the start of proje ts,
so my feeling here is that our ommunity ould have
an import ant atalyst role to play in the pro ess of
the globalisation of astronomy. I will be sear hing for
a tivities our So iety might undertake to help lay the
foundations for making future global proje ts possible.
I will be most interested to hear more of our members'
ideas on this matter.

What ould be the role of our So iety here? We an at
least ensure that our members a ross Europe are aware
of developments and of what they might mean for their
resear h. It is not trivial to intera t su essfully with
the European Commission and we want as many of its
resour es as possible to go to astronomy. Making our
members aware of relevant information sour es and of
olleagues looking for partners an help. Again, the intention will be to provide su h information in future
Newsletters, on the Web and at our JENAMs.
Several other matters arose during my onversations,
whi h I would like to pursue during my tenure as your
President.
We arguably have three ommunities, whose a tivities
and priorities develop to some extent independently of
ea h other. I am speaking of the ground-based opti alIR ommunity, the spa e resear h ommunity and the
radio astronomy ommunity. Cordination between and
integration of the rst two ommunities have in reased
noti eably in re ent years, even though their nan es
and de ision-making remain quite separate. The radio

I hope I have given a avour of possible agenda items
for our So iety in the oming years as I urrently see
them. Let me lose by saying, I look forward to working
with Coun il and with our administrative support team
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to addressing these and other issues that may arise, as
well as to ontinuing our JENAM, Newsletter and other
a tivities.

ipants themselves.
Our partner in this venture has been hosen at the
last Coun il meeting in Muni h, after onsulting several publishers. It is EDP S ien es, whi h is urrently
publishing Astronomy and Astrophysi s.

Harvey But her
Who is who in the EAS Coun il

The publi pri e per volume (in hard over) is set at
50 euros (plus postage), for 350 pages. The members
of EAS will bene t of a 20% rebate. This rebate will
amount to 30% for the parti ipants of the meeting (its
organisers will have to pur hase a minimum of 60 volumes, the ost being in luded in the registration fees).

Harvey But her

The s ienti editor of the series is Jean-Paul Zahn.
Please onta t him if you wish further information, or
if you plan to publish pro eedings in the near future.
Jean-Paul Zahn (easpedps ien es.org)

message from the treasury
Development Fund

The last 5-6 years has seen a progressively healthy and
a tive development for the nan ial situation of EAS.
The stabilized in ome has enabled in reased a tivity
and will make it possible to plan on more outgoing
initiatives towards higher visibility of EAS on the European s ene. As an be seen from the numbers below,
we operate with a small budget and wel ome any extra
ontribution and ideas of how to in rease the in ome.
Naturally, we are also looking into minimising the expenses and make the maximum use of the means available. One item of dis ussion is whether the Newsletter
should be sent out on paper or if an ele troni version
an at least partially ll the need.

Prof.Dr. Harvey But her graduated in 1969 from the
California Institute of Te hnology, and he re eived his
Ph.D. in 1974 from the Australian National University, where his dissertation was titled \Observational
Aspe ts of Nu leosynthesis". Sin e 1983 he has resided
in the Netherlands, where he is urrently Dire tor of
the Netherlands Foundation for Resear h in Astronomy
(ASTRON) and Professor of Observational Astronomy
at the Kapteyn Institute of the University of Groningen.
His resear h interests in lude galaxy evolution and advan ed instrumental te hniques in both opti al-IR and
radio wavelength regions.

Membership Fee

More and more members feel their responsibility to not
only pay their membership fee but also to give smaller
or larger donations to the Development Fund of the
EAS. With this Development Fund we are able to support a number of young people (less than 35 years) to
travel and give presentations at the JENAM meetings.
This is a very important development towards one of
the goals for EAS - to in rease intera tion and ollaboration within Europe. Presently the grants amount to
8.000 Swiss Fran s (CHF) per year, 5.000 of whi h are
reserved for young olleagues from Eastern Europe. We
try to make sure that the grants are given to a variety

Laun h of the EAS Publi ations Series
We have the pleasure to announ e that EAS is starting
a series of volumes entitled \EAS Publi ations Series".
These are primarily destined to publish the pro eedings
of sele ted s ienti
olloquia whi h take pla e during
our JENAMs (parallel sessions or mini-symposia), but
other olloquia o uring in Europe (and elsewhere), and
workshops or summer s hools will be onsidered as well.
Of ourse they will have to meet high s ienti standards, in order to rea h a readership beyond the parti 13

of nationalities, elds of astronomy and that a balan e
in gender distribution is respe ted.

other famous Armenian astronomer, Beniamin Markarian (1913-1985) brought to the well-known Markarian
galaxies and SBS obje ts. Surveys and sear h for new
obje ts are the traditional eld for the Armenian astronomers: Markarian, Arakelian and Kazarian galaxies, Shahbazian groups are known to all astronomers.

Below you will nd a summary of the nan ial result
(in CHF) of the year 2000 as presented at the General
Assembly in Muni h in September 2001.
In ome

Membership fees
Donations, sales
Interest
Subtotal
Development Fund (transfer)
Total In ome

Main a hievements of the Armenian astronomy are onne ted with V.A. Ambartsumian, our greatest s ientist.
Ambartsumian was the Dire tor of BAO during 19461988. Those times the Byurakan Observatory was one
of the main astronomi al entres in the world. After the
disintegration of the Soviet Union and beginning of the
e onomi risis, the Armenian astronomers appeared in
an extremely hard situation. Many of them left Armenia for a long period, others went away from the s ien e at all. However, most of them still work in astronomy. At present, BAO has 70 resear hers, in luding 49
PhDs. There are 3 s ienti divisions and 21 small resear h groups at BAO. The main s ienti instruments
is the 2.6m teles ope (ByuFOSC and SCORPIO fo al
redu ers, VAGR multi-pupil spe trograph). BAO has a
big ar hive of photographi plates, in luding the Byurakan Surveys, 2650 plates (taken with 1m S hmidt teles ope), ontaining information on some 20,000,000 lowdispersion spe tra.

25.033
1.737
982
28.752
5.000
32.752

Expenses

Administration
Newsletter
Grants
Bank harges
Total expenses

10.245
12.652
8.000
968
31.865
887

Surplus of the year

Net assets as per 31 De 2000, amounted to 63.420 CHF.
For the year 2002 the EAS Coun il has de ided to keep
the membership fee at the present level thus lowering
the net assets. However, with the higher a tivity level,
we need to onsider the size of membership fee and other
sour es of in ome for future years.

The Byurakan astronomers ollaborate with s ientists
from Fran e, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia, USA,
Mexi o, Japan, China, India. Though the funding of
s ien e in Armenia is at very low level (the mean salary
is equivalent to USD 20), however the Byurakan astronomers work a tively due to the international ollaboration and grants, and a number of valuable ontributions in s ien e. BAO is known also for a number of important meetings held in Byurakan: IAU Symposia Nos.
29 (1966), 121 (1986), 137 (1989), and 194 (1998); IAU
Colloquium No. 184 (AGN Surveys, 2001); the First
International Symposium on CETI (1971); and many
others. 28 Armenian astronomers are IAU members and
25 are EAS members. Some 80 Armenian astronomers
work in other ountries outside Armenia; many of them
are well-known and have tight onta ts with BAO: Yervant Terzian (Cornell Univ.), Vahe Petrosian (Stanford
Univ.), Agop Terzan (Lyon Obs.), Zadig Mouradian
and Georges Ale ian (Paris-Meudon Obs.), Ralph (Ara)
Krikorian (IAP), many others.

Birgitta Nordstrom

The EAS Affiliated So ieties
The Armenian So iety

Armenia is one of the most an ient ountries with developed astronomi al knowledge. The modern astronomy in Armenia begins with the foundation of the Byurakan Astrophysi al Observatory (BAO) in 1946
by the outstanding s ientist of the XX entury Vi tor
Ambartsumian (1908-1996).
First studies at BAO related with the instability phenomena taking pla e in the Universe, and this trend
be ame the main hara teristi of the s ien e a tivity
in Byurakan. Dis overy of stellar asso iations, hypothesis about a tivity of gala ti nu lei, dis overy and study
of hundreds Seyfert galaxies and QSOs, are stars, Supernovae, Herbig-Haro obje ts and ometary nebulae,
valuable works in the eld of radiative transfer theory,
are the main s ienti a hievements of the Byurakan
astronomers. The First and Se ond Byurakan surveys
(FBS and SBS) ondu ted due to tireless e orts of an-

BAO is the main astronomi al entre in Armenia and
one of the most important observatories of the Former
Soviet Union, however, it is not the only one. At present
there are also 4 other institutions where astronomy is a tive: Yerevan State University (YSU), Garni Spa e Astronomy Institute, Yerevan Physi s Institute (YerPhI)
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and Institute of Radioastrophysi al Measurements.

Announ ement of Opportunity

LOFAR is radio teles ope of radi ally new design, able
to look independently in up to eight dire tions at on e
and be operated remotely by several groups simultaneously over Internet. It will operate in the 10 - 240 MHz
range, and will permit for the rst time at these frequen ies deep imaging of the sky at ar se resolution.
Prime s ienti drivers are the epo h of re-ionisation,
evolution of galaxies in the early Universe, the origin of
osmi rays, solar physi s and spa e weather. In addition, LOFAR will be spe ially designed for the study of
transient sour es of radio emission.

In June 1999, the Armenian Astronomi al So iety
(ArAS) was founded. The main goals of the So iety
are the promotion of astronomy, ollaboration between
all astronomi al institutions in Armenia, and between
the Armenian and other astronomers all over the world,
development of astronomi al edu ation and knowledge
in Armenia. ArAS was oÆ ially registered as an NGO
in August 2001. At present it has 43 members. During the JENAM-2001 last September in Muni h, ArAS
joined EAS as an AÆliated So iety. The main a tivities of ArAS for the nearest future are: enlargement of
its membership; establishment of bran hes in Ameri a,
Europe, and the FSU; establishment of the Web Page;
publi ation of the ArAS Newsletter; publi ation of a biographi al di tionary Armenian Astronomers; and organization of the ArAS rst Annual Meeting in 2002.

The proje t is urrently in the design and development
phase. It is being planned as a ollaboration among
the ASTRON Institute in Europe, and M.I.T./Haysta k
Observatory and the Naval Resear h Laboratory in the
USA. The s ienti program is being planned by means
of a S ien e Consortium, whi h is open to anyone interested in helping de ne, design and ultimately do resear h with the LOFAR system.

ArAS also wel omes all European and other astronomers to have a JENAM meeting in Armenia in
one of the nearest years. The astronomi al traditions,
histori al monuments of the an ient Armenia and the
Armenian hospitality promise to make the meeting really great!

Individuals and groups potentially interested in parti ipating are invited to onsult http://www.lofar.org for
more information, and to onta t the Proje t S ientist,
Dr. Namir Kassim at lofar-s ientistrsd.nrl.navy.mil
and the S ien e Consortium se retary, Dr. Mi hiel van
Haarlem at haarlemastron.nl.

Areg M. Mi kaelian,
President of the Armenian Astronomi al So iety.

obituary

A similar announ ement of opportunity for individuals and groups in the United States will also be made
shortly.

Milorad B. Protit h (1911-2001)

On 29th O tober 2001 in Belgrade passed away in 91st
year, astronomer Milorad B. Protit h. He dis overed
in Belgrade 33 asteroids between 1936 and 1956 as for
example 1564 Serbia, 1517 Belgrade, 1554 Yugoslavia,
1605 Milankovi and 2244 Tesla.B. Protit h, the minor
planet 1983 RT3 is named 22278 Protit h.

European VLBI Network:
A

ess with Full Finan ial Support

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) is a te hnique in whi h an array of physi ally independent radio teles opes observe simultaneously in order to yield
high-resolution images of osmi radio sour es. The European VLBI Network (EVN) is an array of sensitive radio teles opes lo ated a ross Europe and extending to
China that arries out VLBI observations during four
sessions per year, forming an interferometer with milliar se ond resolution and high sensitivity. The network
was established by a Consortium of radio observatories
who operate the individual teles opes. Data from EVN
VLBI observations are orrelated in a entral pro essor
at the Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe (JIVE). The
EVN often o-observes with the UK MERLIN array and
the US Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA).

He was born in Belgrade 6th September 1911 and
worked on Belgrade Astronomi al Observatory from
1932 up to his retirement 1975. He started to work
as te hni ian 1932, graduated in astronomy 1951 and
nished his a tive areer as Dire tor of Belgrade Astronomi al observatory (1956-1960 and 1971-1975).
He was also the Editor in hief of "Bulletin de
l'Observatoire Astronomique de Belgrade" and "Publiations de l'Observatoire Astronomique de Belgrade".
Milan S. Dimitrijevi , Belgrad

A ess to the EVN is open to all professional as-

Announ ements
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tronomers around the world, and observing proposals are judged on their s ienti
merit by
the EVN Programme Committee.
A Call for
Proposals is announ ed three times per year
(see
www.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/EVN/EVN all.html).
For further information about the EVN see
www.jive.nl/jive/evn/evn.html.

States an also bene t, provided most of the team members for the proje t are from EU ountries or Asso iated
States.
The support provided by this programme in ludes: (i)
full nan ial support for eligible users who wish to visit
JIVE or any other EVN institute in order to s hedule or
pro ess EVN, EVN+MERLIN and EVN+VLBA data;
(ii) assistan e from EVN Support S ientists lo ated at
JIVE at all stages asso iated with a VLBI experiment,
from proposal writing to s heduling, alibration, and
analysis of the observations; (iii) absentee pro essing of
the data at JIVE.

The EVN strongly en ourages use of the Network by
astronomers not spe ialised in the VLBI te hnique, inluding non-radio astronomers. The EVN (via JIVE)
has re eived an award from the European Commission's
A ess to Resear h Infrastru tures Programme (ARI,
an a tion of the EC's Improving Human Potential Programme). The award is designed to fa ilitate the use of
the EVN by users who are not aÆliated to the Consortium institutes. The urrent ontra t, whi h runs until
January 31, 2003, supports a ess to the EVN for external resear h groups that are led by European Prin ipal
Investigators (PIs) who are not aÆliated to an EVN
institute.

To apply for time on the EVN please refer to the EVN
Call for Proposals; further information an also be obtained from the programme ommittee hairman, Simon
Garrington (stgjb.man.a .uk). For more information
on the EVN's EC ARI programme please onta t Mike
Garrett (garrettjive.nl).
Mike Garrett (garrettjive.nl)

In parti ular,

European Astronomi al So iety

(a) the Prin ipal Investigator (PI) shall be aÆliated to
an institute lo ated in the European Union or one of the
Asso iated States (Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Cze h Republi , Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, I eland, Lie htenstein, Norway, and Israel; Switzerland under negotiation);

P.O. Box 82, CH-1213 Petit-Lan y 2, Switzerland
http://www.iap.fr/eas/index.html

President: H. But her
Vi e-Presidents: A. Cherepash huk, C. Chiosi
Se retary: J. Krautter
Treasurer: B. Nordstrom

(b) the PI shall NOT be aÆliated to: Max-Plan kInstitut fur Radioastronomie (DE), ASTRON (NL), Jodrell Bank Observatory (UK), Onsala Spa e Observatory (SE), Istituto di Radioastronomia (IT), Observatorio Astronomi o Na ional (ES), Metsahovi Radio Observatory (FI), Torun Centre for Astronomy (PL), Bundesamt fur Kartographie und Geodaesie (DE), or the
Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe (NL).

Coun illors: M. Perryman, P. Shaver,
M. Stavins hi, M.

Dennefeld,

O. Engvold

Newsletter Editor: M. Kontizas,
Se tion of Astrophysi s,
Astronomy and Me hani s
Department of Physi s
University of Athens

All EU o-investigators in resear h groups for whi h the
PI satis es points (a) and (b) are also eligible for support, provided that they are not aÆliated with one of
the EVN institutes listed in (b) above. Co-investigators
aÆliated to institutes outside of the EU and Asso iated

Panepistimiopolis
15783 Athens, Gree e
mkontiza
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